
Nova Victoria Pavilion Kiosks
Three retail Kiosks commissioned by Mace for the Nova Victoria Pavilion. The 
Large Kiosk fabricated in a range of materials, including a mild steel internal 
skeleton, with a plywood interior and pleated stainless steel claddings.

The Smaller Kiosks fabricated as a mild steel skeleton with plywood interiors, 
stainless steel cladding and marine ply fins. 

It’s been a while since we published our last newsletter…in fact exactly 18months ago. We’ve selected a few of our projects from that period which 
illustrate our extensive range of skills, high standards of build quality coupled with outstanding project delivery in meeting lead times and managing 

exhibition logistics both nationally and internationally. 

We are also excited to announce the launch of our new website at www.2d3d.co.uk
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Toast Side Tables
Fabricated for David Gill Gallery and designed by 
Mattia Bonetti. The Toast side tables feature walnut 
draws and a polished gloss multi-tone chameleon 
paint finish.



Cannon Chandelier
Set of stainless steel chandeliers fitted with 2,720 
emerald prism shaped Swarovski crystals, mounted 
onto a support spine with adjustable LED lighting. 
Designed by Fredrikson Stallard for David Gill Gallery.



Ribbon Console Table
Moulded fibreglass console table, with a highly 
polished gloss spray paint finish to the external 
surface, and internally gilded in silver leaf and clear 
lacquered with turquoise tint. 



Introspection Dining Table
Moulded fibreglass designed with a recessed edge to 
receive a panel of clear acrylic, and custom spray 
painted in a variety of graduated colours.



Marguerite Humeau
Elephant sculptures designed by Marguerite Humeau. 
Challenging foam sculptures clad in fibreglass and 
worked to a smooth finish, whilst maintaining the very 
delicate surface details, with a matt spray paint finish. 
Shown in solo shows around the world from Frieze 
London, Stockholm, New York and Tokyo.



The Voice Chair
Motorized revolving chairs created for the TV show The 
Voice.
Each chair had custom mechanisms fitted to allow 
smooth and silent movement, including lighting and 
sound, controlled by the Judges and Master control 
desk.

A copy was made for the Will I Am Madame Tussauds 
display.



Enigma
Two large exhibition stands for the Mobile World 
Congress in Barcelona representing products from 
leading American tech companies. Each display, at four 
meters high depicted a generic replica of a ‘Fit-bit’ and 
an ‘Amazon Touch’.  



Emirates A380 Bar
2D:3D was commissioned by Pulse Group to replicate 
the onboard lounge bar in line with the Emirates 
refurbishment encompassing the new layout and colour 
scheme.

This new refurbishment of the bar and banquette 
seating was developed into a full size replica of the 
rear of the plane, including fuselage walls, and ceiling, 
and incorporated into an exhibition set for installation at 
the Berlin ITB and Dubai ATM trade shows.  

A pod was also created to house the first class suite.



Scott Spectrum
A set of 650 interconnecting machined polycarbonate 
panels covered in a dichroic film, and connected with 
9000 clips, to create a Crystal-like structure, developed 
for Balmond Studios, and installed into an atrium 
hanging over two floors, in a newly built 32 story office 
block and retail environment in Toronto, Canada.



Corten Fence
A set of three, corten steel fence panels fabricated for a 
private residence. Designed by Friend and Co.

If you require further information for any of the above projects, or you have a specific project to 
discuss, please contact Rob.
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